Harnessing Privileged Information for Hyperbole Detection
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INTRODUCTION

RESULTS

We propose a model that combines pre-trained language models with privileged information for the task of
hyperbole detection. Experiments show that our model improves upon baseline models on an existing
hyperbole detection dataset. Further, we discover that our experiments highlight annotation artifacts introduced
through the process of literal paraphrasing of hyperbole

BERT+PI showed significant performance improvements over existing models for hyperbole detection and base
BERT on an existing hyperbole detection benchmark.

AIM
The detection of hyperbolic text in short sequences is a challenging task and we propose to use literal
interpretations to address this challenge. A small dataset of probing examples is designed to gain further insight
into the hyperbole detection task.

Table 1: Hyperbole Detection Results

However, probing experiments revealed that BERT+PI excelled at detecting one type of hyperbole (i.e.,
Extreme Case Formulations). Results on quantitative and qualitative were poor, similar to other baselines.

METHODS
BERT+PI is based on a multi-task sequence classification architecture. The model is optimised via combination
of cross entropy loss and a triplet loss.

DISCUSSION
Explanations indicated that BERT+PI was able to differentiate between hyperbolic and non-hyperbolic
expression of hyperbole-prone words in some instances.

Figure 3: Understanding Context

However, explanations also indicated errors from exploiting annotation
artifacts.

Figure 1: BERT+PI

Figure 4: Exploiting Annotation Artifact

CONCLUSIONS
The incorporation of privileged information into a multi-task classification resulted in significant improvements
over existing hyperbole detection models.

Figure 2: Triplet Sampling

However, probing experiments indicated the incorporation of literal paraphrases as privileged information was
helpful in only some hyperbolic expressions. Particularly, when the hyperbolicity was contained within a few
words. More complex hyperbolic expressions were poorly handled by all models and remain a focus of future
research

